
We are a progressive proprietary trading firm based in Sofia with a team of highly trained
professional traders who manage the company's  funds from our office.
Evergreen Capital is actively recruiting talented individuals who have the motivation and passion to
become professional traders. We are looking for both experienced and inexperienced traders to join
our team and help us conquer the financial markets together.

We believe that the only way to be a winner in our industry is to invest heavily in talented
people who want to grow with us. We are seeking like-minded individuals to develop their skills and
enable them to join our team.

As part of our corporate expansion, we are working hard to expand our proprietary trading
team. Thus, we are actively recruiting traders with and without trading experience. Those individuals
without any trading background can be suitable for the Young Talents Program; a unique trading
program for those who wish to embark in a professional career in the financial markets.

The Young Talents Program starts with a one-month intensive training on a demo account,
then the trader is allocated a live trading account to start his career as a full-time trader. Each
applicant will be different and details will be provided during the initial interview if your application is to
be accepted by our recruitment team.

The program forms a substantial part of the company's corporate expansion strategy and will
see an influx of opportunity seekers who can demonstrate talent, aptitude and enthusiastic drive to
become successful traders. Uniquely, the program is not based on previous experience or academic
qualifications, but purely on the natural intellect and psychology of a profitable trader.

The payout structure is purely based on performance, the traders get paid the majority of the
profits they have realised in the market. As this makes the potential earnings unlimited, usually the
traders start to make money after their initial six months. Of course there are exceptions, but based on
the track records of numerous traders we have had, we advise our future trainees to have some sort
of financial cushion to support themselves during this transition period.

A desired, but not mandatory background may include:
-Participation in competitive sports
-History of computer gaming
-Having interest in maths and logic problems
-Playing poker
-Any other form of encounter with game theory

We offer upon completion of the trial period:
-Lightning fast connection to the world's largest stock exchanges (NYSE,NSDQ)
-Best commissions and payout structure
-Substantial education with numerous profitable strategies
-A dedicated mentor with proven money making track record
-Account funded with the company's capital

To be successfully considered for the Financial Trader role you must have the following skills:
-Trustworthiness
-Motivation towards learning new skills
-Good analytical skills
-Enthusiasm for the Financial Markets
-The ability to work hard
- Financial independence for the six months of your training

Students interested in the program can send their CV and motivational letters to
office@evgncap.com and visit our site www.evgncap.com . You can also reach me at 0899102609.

Обявата е валидна до 01.06.2023
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